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NOTAT 

Energinet and Statnett comments to consultation 

Energinet has received a request to comment on the consultation response of Ørsted and 

WindDenmark & FSE on 25th November 2019 by DUR. In line with the methodology approval 

process, Energinet and Statnett hereby have formed a joint response to the consultation, 

which also will be send to the aforementioned regulator. 

 

Comments to the consultation response of Ørsted 

Energinet and Statnett recognise that this is a concern of market participant Ørsted. Due to the 

formalities decided for the regulating market, bids cannot be issued below the spot price. Dan-

ish participants might thus be forced to issue bids at higher prices than Norwegian participants 

when the day-ahead (DA) flow is from Norway to Denmark, and vice versa. However, this is ex-

pected to be of little consequence for a limited volume of bids. The formality guiding the rules 

for bids (above the spot price) is historically based on the current market design, and will prob-

ably be changed in line with the introduction of the new European platform (Mari), or at a later 

stage, together with new rules for the imbalance settlement (one-price settlement). 

However, it should be stressed that implicit grid loss is not the constraint that causes this situa-

tion. The below data indicates that already currently, the need for regulation in DK1 is mostly 

covered by Norwegian and Swedish regulation. The reason being that the Hydro-power pro-

ducers of e.g. Norway are cheaper to regulate (more flexible). The below Table 1 captures the 

average percent of regulation covered by Norwegian and Swedish regulation contra Danish 

regulation. 

Year  Average NO and SE3 

upward regulation 

activated 

Average DK1 

up regulation 

activated 

Average NO and 

SE3 down regula-

tion activated 

Average DK1 down 

regulation acti-

vated 

2015 84,6% 15,4% 83,5% 16,5% 

2016 89,5% 10,5% 88,7% 11,3% 

2017 94,2% 5,8% 87,6% 12,4% 

2018 89,8% 10,2% 89,6% 10,4% 

Table 1 Average percentage over a year of respectively upward and downward regulation acti-

vated to cover the regulation requirement in DK1 

In 2018 on average ca. 90% of the required upward regulation in DK1 was covered by Nor-

wegian and Swedish regulation, whilst the remaining ca. 10% was covered by Danish regu-

lation. 
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Further, the average requirement for regulation lies between 200 MWh/h in upward regu-

lation and ca. 155 MWh/h in downward regulation, see below Table 2 for the yearly aver-

ages of respectively upward and downward regulation. This is a minor amount compared to 

the interconnector capacity, therefore, the demand on average for regulation is below the 

capacity of the interconnector. 

Year Average requirement for upward 

regulation (MWh/h) 

Average requirement for down-

ward regulation (MWh/h) 

2015 -205,92 169,74 

2016 -197,96 169,39 

2017 -205,02 127,91 

2018 -214,77 155,98 

Table 2 Average downward and upward regulation for the years 2015-2018 (in MWh/h) 

The already existing effect described by market participant would only marginally be increased 

due to implicit grid loss, specifically in situations, where there is a price difference due to im-

plicit grid loss constraint in the Day Ahead market, and there is capacity available due to the 

implicit grid loss constraint, i.e. when the losses constraint leads to no flow on the intercon-

nector or less than full flow, which is not utilised fully in the Intraday market and therefore is 

available to the balancing market. 

Said in another way, the Nordic Analysis indicated on average over the period of the analysis a 

decrease in absolute flow of 19,6% on Skagerrak. Thus, the marginal effect of implicit grid loss 

being a constraint only marginally adds to the already existing situation in the regulating mar-

ket.  

Thus, it is a fact that the Norwegian and Swedish market contains more flexible resources than 

the Danish market which is not influenced by implementation of implicit grid loss handling, as 

shown in our previous answer. It is also important to note that this topic will become obsolete 

with the one-price settlement model.  

 

Lastly, regulation demand is covered on either side of the interconnector, so the case can also 

account for Norwegian market participants, albeit that most flow on the Skagerrak intercon-

nector is from NO2 to DK1. Further, there is a spread on regulation price, e.g. not all the Nor-

wegian bids are close to the DA price, where the marginal difference due to implicit grid loss 

would have an effect. 

 

Regarding the comment that equal DA price between bidding zones has been a standard for 

measuring the competition on the DA market. As Energinet mentioned in response to market 

participants in the first methodological application for approval at DUR, equal prices are not 

necessarily a sign of quality or effective markets. Equal prices can occur due to various reasons, 

of which equal prices even can be deceiving with regards to market effectivity and competi-

tion. In the future, this criterion will have to be altered, and could for example include how well 

the market represents the physics. Furthermore, with flow based implementation more price 

differences are expected (also without implicit grid loss), therefore, equal prices as a standard 

would have to be reevaluated.  
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Comments to the consultation response of WindDenmark and FSE 

We unfortunately do not understand their point regarding Euphemia. Indeed, Euphemia opti-

mises total market welfare, subject to the various constraints, given the supply and demand 

curves. Thus, if there is sufficient energy at lower prices, these will serve the market. If all ca-

pacity is applied in the figure, there is no more transmission capacity available. When transmis-

sion capacity is fully utilized and there still is price difference, it indicates that there still would 

be potential for more electricity at lower costs to be utilised. 

 

Regarding the point of the intraday market, Energinet and Statnett have commented that ex-

perience from implicit grid loss on e.g. NorNed, interconnector between Norway and Nether-

lands, where implicit grid loss is solely available in day-ahead did not lead to moving the full 

cost of losses caused by an increased flow in the intraday market due to arbitrage. The reason 

of an increase in flow could also be to the effects of introduction of the cross-border intraday 

market (XBID/ SIDC). Further, Energinet and Statnett have also indicated that market participants 

would have to take on a greater risk, if they purposely plan for imbalances in day-ahead in order to 

utilise that in intraday. In addition, a solution for implicit grid loss is currently being developed 

for the intraday market and it is expected that there will only be a small period where implicit 

grid loss is only implemented in the day-ahead market.  

 

Regarding the regulating market, the TSO is the single buyer, and the volumes are depending 

on the real-time balance, not trade-opportunities as such. Thus, the regulating market can use 

all the leftover capacity from DA and ID. Yet, the aim of the regulating market is to secure bal-

ance and relieve overloads at least cost in that market. The amount of regulating demand on 

average is provided in the response to Ørsted. As such, there will be no arbitration between 

DA/ID and the regulating market. At some point, losses might also be included in the balancing 

market. However, this depend on the design of the European platform (Mari), and not a unilat-

eral Nordic decision. 


